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graph, we present an explicit determinantal formula for the (unique) determinant- 
maximizing positive definite completion (maximum-entropy completion) of A. In 
order to do this, we first give a characterization of a chordal graph in terms of the 
existence of a proper spanning tree T of the intersection graph of its set of maximal 
cliques. The formula for the maximum determinant is then a quotient of products of 
specified principal minors of A, in which each minor in the numerator corresponds to 
a maximal clique of C(A) while each minor in the denominator corresponds to the 
intersection of two maximal cliques associated with an edge of T. We next show that 
the denominator terms can be identified graph-theoretically with the minimal vertex 
separators of G(A), and that these terms are independent of the particular proper 
spanning tree T. Then an alternative formula is given for the maximum determinant 
as an “inclusion-exclusion”-like ratio of principal minors associated with the maximal 
cliques of G(A). Finally, we show that the entries of the determinant-maximizing 
completion may be calculated by solving a sequence of simple one-variable maximiza- 
tion problems. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In earlier work involving determinantal formulae for general matrices 
[l, 21 and determinantal inequalities for positive definite matrices [7] A E M,, 
quotients of products of principal minors of the form 
arose. Here, each x c { 1,. . , n } is an index set, T is a tree on vertices 
V r,. . . , V, with edge set E(T), and A[V] denotes the principal submatrix of 
A lying in the rows and columns indicated by the index set V. In these cases, 
under certain assumptions about the Vi’s and T, an expression of the form 
(0.1) turned out to be the right-hand side of a determinantal formula for 
invertible A (given a certain O-pattern for A-‘) or determinantal inequality 
for positive definite A. Because of the results of [5], such statements are 
related. What was not present in the earlier work was an explanation of how 
and under what circumstances such index sets etc. might be obtained. Our 
purpose here is to give very explicit descriptions of how to obtain the index 
sets for such expressions. A natural setting turns out to be the problem of 
determining the maximum determinant among all positive definite comple- 
tions of a partial positive definite matrix, the undirected graph of whose 
specified entries is a given chordal graph. In the process we also unify and 
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codify some of the earlier work. Specifically, we give a characterization of 
chordal graphs in terms of the intersection graph of their maximal cliques, 
and use this to give a formula of the form (0.1) for the maximum determinant 
in terms of a spanning tree of the intersection graph of the maximal cliques. 
The resulting formula is then unique (even though the spanning tree need not 
be), and we describe exactly how the index sets for the terms in the 
numerator and denominator are obtained. We also present two additional 
ways to determine the maximum determinant. One involves a simple “inclu- 
sion-exclusion”-like ratio, and the other reduces it to any one of several 
sequences of simple one-variable problems. 
1. GRAPH-THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. Throughout, the vertex set V is 
{I,2,..., n} and the edge set E is a subset of {{x,y}:r,y~V, x#y}. A 
path (iI,&,..., ik) is a sequence of vertices such that { ii, ii+ r } E E for 
j=l , . . . , k - 1. The graph G is connected if there is a path between any two 
vertices in V. A cycle is a path (i,, is,. . . , i,, ir) in which k > 2 and i,, . . . , i, 
are distinct. A tree is a connected undirected graph with no cycles. Thus, in a 
tree, there is a unique path between each pair of vertices. 
A nonempty subset C c V is called a clique of G if { X, y } E E for all 
distinct x, y E C. The clique M is called a maximal clique if M is not a 
proper subset of any clique. 
If W c V and F c E, then H=(W, F) is called a subgraph of G, 
and G is called a supergraph of H. If W c V, then G, = (W, E,), the 
subgraph of G induced by W, has vertex set W and edge set E, = 
{{x,y} EE:GYEW}. 
A chord of a cycle y in G is an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices 
in y. A cycle y in G is minimal if it has no chord. The graph G is chordal if 
there is no minimal cycle in G of four or more vertices. 
Given a collection Y = {V,, V,, . . . , V,} of subsets of V for which 
lJr= i V, = V, the intersection graph G y = (Y, 8) is the graph with vertex set 
~andedgesetb,where{V,,Vj}~~ifandonlyifi#jandVinVj#0. 
Note that, a priori, this notion only involves a collection of subsets of a given 
set. 
The subgraph T of G, is called a spanning tree of G, if T is a tree with 
vertex set Y. The tree T is said to satisfy the intersection property if 
(IP) V n Vi c V, whenever V, lies on the (unique) path from V, to Vi 
in T. 
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The intersection property was the key hypothesis in the results mentioned 
at the beginning of the introduction. We use the following to show its 
connection to chordal graphs. 
THEOREM [4, p. 921. Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G is chordal. 
(ii) G is the intersection graph of a family of subtrees of a tree. 
(iii) There exists a tree T = (9,&) whose vertex set 2? is the set of 
maximal cliques of G such that each of the induced subgraphs Tcp,<v E V) is 
connected (and hence a subtree). Here %?O consists of those maximal cliques 
that contain v. 
We now give the following characterization of chordal graphs. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph; let 
%7= {Cl,..., C,,, } be the set of maximal cliques of G, and let G, be the 
corresponding intersection graph. Then, there is a spanning tree T of G, 
satisfying (IP) if and only if G is chordal. 
Proof. By the previous theorem we need only show that a tree T = (%?, E) 
satisfies (IP) if and only if each induced subgraph TV” is connected. 
Suppose that T satisfies (IP). Let v E V, and let TeU be the corresponding 
induced subgraph. To show that TWO is connected, let C,, Cj E gc, and let Ck 
be on the path in T connecting C, and Cj. Then by the definition of TW and ” 
(IP) 
Thus v E C,, so C, E %‘“. Thus the path in T from Ci to Cj is also a path in 
TW,. Thus T, is connected. 
’ Now suppose that each induced subgraph TWU of T = (%, 8) is connected. 
Let Cd, Ci E %‘, and let C, be on the path from C, to Cj in T. Suppose 
v E Ci n Cj. Then C,, Cj E go. Since TW is connected, C, E gO, so that 
v E C,. Therefore Ci n Cj 5 C,. Hence T satisfies (IP). n 
We note that, for a chordal graph G, the maximal cliques {C,, . . . , Cm } 
may be determined efficiently [4, p. 841. 
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The tree given in theorem 1.9 may not be unique. Consider the chordal 
graph 
G= 
with maximal cliques C, = {1,2}, C, = {1,3), Cs = {1,4}. Then 
C, - C, - C,, C, - Cs - C,, and C, - C, - C, are all spanning trees of 
Cl 
G,= 
/\ 
G- c3 
satisfying (IP). 
2. DETERMINANTAL FORMULAE AND INEQUALITIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. If G is a chordal graph and 9 = { C,, . . . , Cm } is the set 
of maximal cliques of G, we say that a tree T is a proper tree for G, if T is a 
spanning tree of the intersection graph of % satisfying (IP). (The existence of 
T is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1.) 
DEFINITION 2.2. If B = (bij) is an n-by-n matrix, then G(B), the undi- 
rected graph of B, is the graph with vertex set { 1,2,. . . , n } and an edge from 
i to j, for i z j, if either bij or bji is not zero. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a nonsingular n-by-n matrix for which G( A- ‘) 
is connected and chordal. Let W = { C,, . . . , C,,, } be the set of maximal 
cliques of G(A-‘), and let T be a proper tree for G,. Then 
det A = 
nr=,det A[C,] 
n,,,,,,,,,,,detA[CinC,] 
(2.1) 
provided the terms in the denominator are nonzero. 
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Proof. Every edge of G( A-‘) is contained in some maximal clique. 
Thus,with B=A-‘, bi,=bii=Oif {i,j} 1s contained in none of the cliques 
in 59, and the formula h6lds by the theorem in Section 2 of [2]. n 
EXAMPLE. Suppose A _ ’ is tridiagonal with nonzero superdiagonal 
subdiagonal) entries. Then G(A -‘) is 
(or 
@ @ 3 ... ------@, 
the maximal cliques are C, = {k, k + l}, k = 1,. . . , n - 1, and 
c,-c,-- . . . -c,_, 
is a proper tree for G,. Then the formula (2.1) becomes 
(2.2) 
If A is 4byd and G( A - ‘) is the graph in the example at the end of 
Section 1, then the formula (2.1) becomes 
detA= detA[{1,2}]detA[(1,3}]detA[(1,4}] 
at 
irrespective of which of the three spanning trees is used. We will return to 
this point. 
If G( A _ ‘) is not chordal, formulae for det A may still be obtained by 
choosing chordal supergraphs of G( A - ‘). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a nonsingular n-by-n matrix, and suppose that 
G(A-‘) is a subgraph of a connected, chordal graph H on {l,.. ., n). Let 
%?= {Cl,..., C,,, } be the set of maximal cliques of H, and let T be a proper 
tree for G,. Then the fmula (2.1) holds provided the terms in the denomi- 
nator are nonzero. 
For example, it follows that (2.2) holds for any matrix A with tridiagonal 
inverse and nonzero diagonal entries a=, . . . , an _ 1, n _ 1. 
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We cannot expect a preferred H among all chordal supergraphs. For 
example, if G is 
then the chordal supergraphs 
lead to different, but similar, formulae. 
We now address the question of finding a sharp bound for the determi- 
nant of a positive definite matrix in terms of certain specified entries. Let 
G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V = { 1,2,. . . , n }. Define a 
partial matrix associated with G as a set of complex numbers, denoted by 
Iaijlc or A(G), in which aij is defined if and only if either i = j or 
{i, j } E E (so aij is defined if and only if a ji is). We shall refer to the set 
[a i j] G as the specified entries of A(G). We say that A(G) is a partial 
positive definite matrix if Cij = a ji for each specified entry and if for any 
clique C of G, the principal submatrix A[ C] of A(G) is positive definite. 
A completion of A(G) is an n X n matrix M with mij = a, j for each 
specified entry. We say that M is a positive definite completion of A(G) if 
and only if M is a completion of A(G) and M is positive definite. We say 
that the graph G is completable if and only if any partial positive definite 
matrix A(G) has a positive definite completion. 
We need the two main results in [5]. 
THEOREM 7 [5]. G is completable if and only if G is chordal. 
THEOREM 2 [5]. Let A(G) be a partial positive definite matrix having a 
positive definite completion. Then there exists a unique positive definite 
completion M of A(G) such that 
det(M)=max{det(Z):Z is a positive definite completion of A( G ) } . 
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Furthermore, M is the unique positive definite completion of A(G) whose 
inverse B = [bii] satisfies bjj = 0 for all {i, j} @ E, the edge set of G. 
We combine these two results with theorem 2.3 to obtain 
THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a connected chordal graph, and let A(G) be a 
partial positive definite matrix. Then if A is any positive definite completion 
of A(G). 
det A < 
nT=,detA[C,] 
FC,,C,) EP(r)detA[CinCj] ’ 
(2.3) 
where Q? = { C,, . . . , C, } is the set of maximal cliques of G, and T is any 
proper tree for G,. Furthermore, there exists a unique positive definite 
completion whose determinant equals the right-hand side of (2.3). 
Proof 1. By Theorem 7 of [5], A(G) has a positive definite completion, 
so by Theorem 2 of [5] there is a unique positive definite completion M such 
that 
det A < det M 
for any positive definite completion A of A(G). Since B = M-’ satisfies 
bij=Oif {i,j} @E, G(M-‘) is a subgraph of G. By Theorem 2.4 
det M = 
lIr=,detAICk] 
&X+.V, detA[CinCj] 
for any proper tree for G,, and the inequality (2.3) follows. n 
Proof 2. Since there is a spanning tree T of G, satisfying (IP) by 
Theorem 1.1, the inequality (2.3) follows immediately from Theorem 1 of [7]. 
Existence of a completion for which equality holds follows again from 
Theorem 2.4, and uniqueness from Theorem 2 of [5]. 
REMARKS. Note that the right-hand side of (2.3) involves only the 
specified entries of A(G). Thus we can also look at Theorem 2.5 by 
considering again the question: 
Suppose A is a positive definite matrix and the diagonal entries and some 
off-diagonal entries of A are known. What is the sharpest possible upper 
bound for the determinant of A in terms of these entries? 
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When the graph corresponding to the known entries is connected and 
chordal, the answer is given by the right-hand side of (2.3). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the partial positive definite matrix 
i 
2 3 ? 1 ? 
3 5 2 1 ? 
A(G)= ? 2 1 ? ? , 
1 1 ? 4 4 
? ? ? 4 5 
1 
where G is the graph 
Since G is connected and chordal, Theorem 2.5 yields 
detA< detA[{1,2,4}]~detA[{2,3}]~detA[{4,5}] 
. 
detA[{2}].detA[{4}] 
for any positive definite completion of A(G). This shows incidentally that 
there can be no integral positive definite completion of A(G). 
Taking G to be connected in Theorem 2.5 is not really a restriction, for if 
G consists of q components G,, . . . , G, with corresponding vertex sets 
u r, . . . ,U,, then Fischer’s inequality [6] gives 
detA< fi detA[Uk]. 
k=l 
This is sharp and may be used to reduce the question to the connected case. 
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GRAPH-THEORETIC DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DENOMINATOR TERMS 
In Theorems 2.3 through 2.5 the principal minors occurring in the 
numerator have the attractive feature that they can be described entirely in 
terms of the underlying graph, each corresponding to one of its maximal 
cliques. However, the terms in the denominator correspond to an auxiliary 
tree T whose existence (but not uniqueness) is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1. 
We now precisely describe the sets (and their multiplicities) occurring in the 
denominator in terms of the underlying graph in an effective way. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A subset S c V 
is a separator of G if G,_, is not connected, i.e., G,_, consists of two or 
more connected components. If a, b E V lie in distinct connected compo- 
nents of G,-,, then S is said to be an a-b separator. The set S is a minimal 
a-b separator if S is an a-b separator and no proper subset of S separates a 
and b into distinct connected components; S is a minimal vertex separator if 
for some a, b E V - S, S is a minimal a-b separator. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be the connected chordal graph 
Then the maximal cliques of G are C, = {1,2,3}, C, = {1,3,4}, C, = {1,4,5}, 
C,= {1,6}, C,= {I,7], and the minimal vertex separators are { l}, { 1,3}, 
and {1,4}. For example, {1,3} is a minimal 24 separator, while both { 1,3} 
and {1,4} are minimal 2-5 separators. The set { 1,2} is a 3-7 separator, but is 
not minimal, since {l} is a 3-7 separator. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let 
g= {C,,..., C, } be the set of maximal cliques of G. For any proper tree T 
for G,, let 
yr= {Ci”Cj\{CiTCj} E&(T)}> 
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in which each set is taken to occur as many times as its multiplicity as an 
edge of T. 
In the example before Definition 3.2, C,- Cs-Cs-C, -C, is one 
possible proper tree for G,. Then 
9= {clnc,,c,nc,,C,nC,,C,nC,} 
= {{~,3>~{~,4}~{~>~{~>}. 
The sets occurring in Yr are exactly the minimal vertex separators of G, and 
the main result of this section is to show that this is the case for any 
connected chordal graph G. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, let 
%? = { C,, . . . , Cm } be the set of maximal cliques of G, and let T be a proper 
tree for G,. For each edge { Ci, Cj } in T, let T(/{i, j}) be the graph 
obtained from T by deleting the edge {C,, Cj}. Then T(/{ i, j}) consists of 
two trees. Let T(i/j) be the tree whose node set contains Ci, and T( j/i) the 
tree whose node set contains Cj. Let V( i/j) [V(j/i)] be the node set for 
T(i/j) P’(j/i>lp so that %? is the disjoint union of V(i/j) and V(j/i). Set 
y=U{CE%?[CEV(i/j)}-CinCj, 
(34 
Vj=U{CEVJCEV(j/i)}-CinCj. 
In the next lemma we show that as the removal of the edge { C,, Cj } 
separates T into two disjoint components, the removal of the set Ci n Cj from 
G (together with incident edges) separates G into two or more components. 
This illustrates one way in which chordal graphs are “like” the proper trees 
associated with them. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let 
{ C,, Cj } E E( T ), where T is a proper tree for G,. Then C, n Cj is a separator 
ofG. 
Proof. We first prove that 
v,#0, VjfO, V;nVj=O, VuV,=V-C,nC,. (3.2) 
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Since Ci is a maximal clique, C, p Cj, which implies that C, - C, n Cj # 0. 
Since V, 2 Ci - Ci n Cj, we have y # 0. Likewise, Vi # 0. Suppose x E V, n 
Vi. Then x E C, for some C, E V(i/j), and x E C, for some C, E V(j/i). 
Then Ci and Cj lie on the path from C, to C, in T. By (IP), C, I? C, c C, and 
C, n C, c Cj. Thus x E Ci n Cj, contradicting that x E y (7 Vi. Finally, 
v;.uy=U{C~9[C~V(i/j)u(V(j/i))} -CinCj=v-CinCj. 
We now show that 
if a E Vi, bEVi, then {a,b}eE, (3.3) 
from which the conclusion of the lemma follows. Suppose that a E li/;, b E Vi, 
and { a, b } E E. Then { a, b } c K for some maximal clique K. Either K E 
V(i/ j) or K E V( j/i); say K E V(i/j). But then b E V;, which implies 
b E V, n Vi. But V O Vi = 0. This establishes (3.3) and the lemma. n 
We now identify these sets belonging to Yr. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let T 
be a proper tree for G,. Then the subset W c V is a minimal vertex separator 
of G if and only if W E 9,. 
Proof. Let W E 9T. Then W = C, n Cj for some { Ci, C,} E E(T), so, by 
Lemma 3.4, W is a separator of G. We must show that for some pair of 
vertices a, b E V, W is a minimal u-b separator. Let a E C, - Ci n Cj and 
b E Ci - Ci n Cj. Then we have a E V;, b E Vi, so by the proof of Lemma 3.4, 
a and b lie in distinct connected components of G,_,. Thus W is an u-b 
separator. Suppose U c W, and let x E W - U. Since x E C, n Cj and Cj and 
Cj are cliques, {a, x}, { x, b} E E. Th en a, x, b) is a path from a to b, so ( 
that U is not an a-b separator. Therefore, W is minimal. 
Suppose now that W is a minimal vertex separator, and select a, b E V - 
W such that W is a minimal a-b separator. Since {a, b} @ E, there are 
distinct maximal cliques K,, K, such that a E K,, b E K,. Let 
(K,, K,, K,, . . . > K,- 1, Kb) be the path from K, to K, in T. [We allow the 
possibility that the path is just (K,, Kb).] Relabel K, as K, and K, as K,. 
We claim that W 1 KS_ 1 n K, for some s E { 1,. . . , r }. Suppose otherwise. 
We choose r,E(K,_lnK,)-W for s=l,...,r. Let ~~=a,x,+,=b. 
Since { xs, x,+i} c K, for s = 0,. . . , r, and each K, is a clique, 
(a& Xi> x29 *. . > x,9 x,+1) is a path from a to b provided that x, f x,, r, 
s=o,..., r. Otherwise delete repeated vertices to obtain a path from a to b. 
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But the existence of a path from a to b contradicts the assumption that W is 
an a-b separator. Thus, we have WzK,_,nK, for some SE {l,...,r}. 
(Note that the minimality of W is not used in this part of the argument.) By 
the proof of Lemma 3.4, K,_ i n K, is an a-b separator, so by minimality 
W=K sPl n K,. Since { K,_1, K,} E E(T), W c Xr. n 
We now have a complete graph-theoretic description of the sets occurring 
in the numerator and denominator of (2.1) and (2.3). The sets { C, }r= 1 are 
the maximal cliques of G, while the sets { C, n Cj } cc,,.j i E ecTj are the 
minimal vertex separators of G. Duality strikes again. 
Since the cardinality of .%r is m - 1, the number of distinct sets in 9r is 
always less than or equal to m - 1. This gives 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let G be a connected chordal graph with m maximal 
cliques. Then there are at most m - 1 minimal vertex separators in G. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF THE DENOMINATOR 
In the expression 
llr=,detA[C,] 
(4.1) 
which occurs in the formula (2.1) and the inequality (2.3), the tree T in 
general is not unique. There may exist several proper trees for a given chordal 
graph G. In the example following Theorem 1.1 all three spanning trees of G, 
were proper. But, since (2.1) and (2.3) hold “generically” for any proper tree 
T, one should get exactly the same terms in the denominator of (4.1) 
regardless of the choice of T. We verified this following equation (2.2) for the 
example just mentioned. Below Definition 3.2 we found 9r for one of the 
proper trees for G,, where G is the graph given above Definition 3.2. In this 
case, one may verify that _“T is the same for any of the other proper trees for 
G,. Furthermore, we know in general that if T, and T, are two proper trees 
for G,, the same sets occur in $r, and -aT,, because they are the minimal 
vertex separators of G. We now show that Yr, and Xrz are equal (as 
multisets). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a connected, chordal graph, let 9 = 
{C 1,. . . , c,,, } be the set of maximal cliques of G, and let T, and T, be proper 
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trees for G,. Then 
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Thus the algebraic expression on the right-hand side in each of the above 
determinantal formulae and inequalities is independent of the particular 
spanning tree. 
Proof. Let A(G) be a partial positive definite matrix. If A is the unique 
determinant-maximizing positive definite completion of A(G), then by Theo- 
rem 2.5, 
det A = 
ll[=,detAICk] 
=cc,.c,, ENI) detA[C,nC,] ’ 
1= 1,2. 
Since the numerators are equal, we have 
n detA[C,nCj] 
(C,,C,) EF(?;) 
for any partial positive definite matrix A(G), or 
Assume that 9(Z’,) f f(T,). Cancel all common terms A[ D] on each side. 
This leaves 
where Di#Di for all i, jE{l,..., k}. Choose a set in {Dl ,..., D,, 
D;, . . . , 0; } that is maximal in the lattice of subsets of { 1,. . . , n } ordered by 
inclusion. Without loss of generality, let this be D,. Now restrict attention to 
those A(G) that are the identity outside the principal submatrix A [ D,]; i.e. 
a, j = ai j unless { i, j } c D,. Then Equation (4.2) becomes 
fidetA[DinDi]=ifirdetA[D,nD/]. (4.3) 
i=l 
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By maximality of D,, D, f’ ZJ/ c D, for i = 1,. . . , k. Let ri (si) be the 
cardinality of D,nDi (DinD[), i=l,..., k. Then rl>si for i=l,..., k. 
Now consider those A(G) in which A[D,] is, further, of the form 
for 0 < x < 1. Then A[D,] is positive definite [and A(G) is partial positive 
definite], and if P is a CJ X q principal submatrix of D,, 
detP= [l+(o-l)r](l--x)“~‘. 
Thus Equation (4.3) becomes 
Since this holds for all x in the nontrivial interval 0 < x < 1, the polynomials 
on the left- and right-hand sides are identical. But because ri > si, i = 1,. . . , k, 
the factor 1 + (ri - 1)x only appears on the left-hand side, a contradiction. 
Therefore we must have 9( Ti) = Y(‘i”,), and the assertion of the theorem is 
proven. n 
We now give an algorithmic formula to determine the multiplicity of each 
set in YT. We shall need the following extension of the theorem cited before 
Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected chordal graph, and let T be 
a proper tree for G,. For any set of vertices W c V, the set of maximal 
cliques which contain W induces a connected subgraph (a subtree) of T. 
Proof. This requires only a minor modification of the proof that T 
satisfies (IP) only if TV” is connected, which is given in the proof of Theorem 
1.1. H 
We shall denote the tree on the set of maximal cliques which contain W 
by T[W], and the vertex and edge sets of T[W] by V(T[W]) and E(T[W]). 
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AT= {WOWS.&}. 
In other words, .Ar is just the set of minimal vertex separators of G. (Jr is 
not a multiset.) Partially order A, by set inclusion. For each W E A’,, let 
m(W) be the multiplicity of W in _“r. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a connected chordal graph, kt T be a proper 
tree for G,, and let W E JXr. Then if W is maximal, 
m(W)=/V(T[W])(-1. (4.4) 
More generally, 
m(W) =IwP9I- c m(Y) - 1. (4.5) 
(YEM~IYXW) 
Before proceeding with the proof, we first check these formulae on the 
example at the beginning of Section 3. There are two maximal sets in Ar: 
{1,3} and {1,4}. Take W= {1,3}. Then T[W] is C,-C,, so ]V(T[W])( = 2 
and m(W) = 1 by Equation (4.4). Likewise m({ 1,4}) = 1. Now take W = { 1). 
Then T [ W] is C,-Ca-Cs-Cd-C,, and W is a proper subset of both 
{1,3} and {1,4}. Th us, by Equation (4.5), m(W) = 5 - (1 + 1) - 1 = 2. 
Proof. Suppose that W is a maximal set in A’, (a maximal minimal 
vertex separator). We show that the edges in T [ W] correspond to the 
occurrences of W in Yr. Suppose W = C, (7 Cj E 9r for some {C,, Cj} E 
E(T). Then W CC, and WcCj, so C,,c,~V(T[Wl)and hence {C,,C,} E 
E( Z’[ WI). Now suppose that { Ci, Cj } E E( T [ WI). Since W c C, and W c Cj, 
we have W c Ci n Cj. Since E(T[W]) c E(T), we have {C,, Cj} E E(T), so 
Ci f~ Cj E JT. Since W is maximal in A,, we have W = C, n Cj. Thus 
W=CinCj~XT if and only if {Ci,Cj} EE(T[W]), and m(W)= 
IE(T[W])I = IV(T[W])l - 1. That is, the multiplicity in .Xr of a maximal 
minimal vertex separator W is the number of maximal cliques containing W 
minus one. 
Now consider a general W in A?,. Then for {C,, C,} E E(T) we have 
{Ci,Cj} cE(T[W])if andonlyif C,nC,zW. Thus 
c m(y) = IWPU) 1. 
(YE.AT~YYW} 
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Writing C (Y~_H~~Y~w} W’> = 4W)+~~y,~TIY3wj m(y) and 
]E(T[W])( = ]V(T[W])] - 1 gives (4.5). n 
Earlier we gave an analytic proof of Theorem 4.1. We can now give one 
which is entirely graph-theoretic. 
Let T, and T, be proper trees for G,. By Theorem 3.5, W E 9r, if and 
only if W E 9rz. Let m, be the multiplicity of W in T,, i = 1,2. For any 
proper tree of G,, ]V( T [ W])l equals the number of maximal cliques in G 
containing W, a number which is independent of T. Therefore, IV( T,[ WI)] 
= ]V( T,[ W])(, which implies that if W is maximal, m 1( W) = m,( W ) by 
Equation (4.4). 
Proceeding by induction, assume that W is a minimal vertex separator 
and that ml(Y) = m,(Y) for all Y properly containing W. Then by Equation 
(4.5) 
mlw>=Iwl[w)l- c m,(Y) - 1 
(YEMT, IY’W) 
=Iw2wl)l- c m,(Y) - 1= m,(W). 
(YE~A/T*IY=W) 
Thus ml(W) = ms(W) for all W E 9rl (9r2), so that ,a,,= $rz. n 
5. AN INCLUSION-EXCLUSION FORMULA FOR det A 
The purpose of this section is to present another formulation for the 
expression (4.1). Specifically, we show that under the previous hypotheses 
fi detA[C,] IJ n detA[ni,sCI 
k=l k odd ISI= k 
cc,,~~~r(T)detA[C,nCj] = II II detA[fhcil ’ (“‘) 
keven (SI=k 
where S runs over all nonempty subsets of (1,2,. . . , m } and m is the number 
of maximal cliques. We adopt the convention that det A[ 0]= 1. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the chordal graph 
with maximal cliques C, = {1,2,3}, C,{2,3,5}, C,= {2,4,5}, and C, = 
{3,5,6}. Then 
kQd $I1 det A [n i G s C, I
II IWI detA[ni,,GI 
k even ISI = k 
detA[C,]*detA[C,].detA[C,].detA[C,] 
=detA[C,nCs].detA[C,nCs].detA[C,nC~] 
.detA[C,nC,].detA[C,nC,].detA[C,nC,] 
detA[C,nC,nC,].detA[C,nC,nC,] 
x .detA[C,nC,nC4].detA[C,nC,nC,] 
detA[C,nC,nC,nC,] 
detA[C,].detA[C,].detA[C,].detA[C,] 
detA[C,nC,].detA[C,nC,].detA[C,nCC,] ’ 
This is the left-hand side of Equation (5.1), corresponding to the only possible 
proper tree of G,, 
CI 
ic2, . 
CL3 Cd 
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While there is great redundancy among numerator and denominator 
terms on the right-hand side of (5.1) this expression has the virtue of being 
independent of the proper tree T; only a knowledge of the set of maximal 
cliques is needed. 
Before proving this result, we develop some terminology. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let T be a tree with vertex set V(T)= {ui,...,~),,,}. 
For any set W G V(T), let T, denote the smallest subtree of T which 
contains W, and let P(w) denote the set of vertices which are pendant in 
T,. (A vertex in a tree is pendant if it belongs to only one edge.) We call 
P(W) the pendant set for W. Three distinct vertices ui, oj, V~ are collinear 
if T{” 0 Ok} is a linear tree. A set W c V(T) is rumcollinear if no three 
vertices ?n W are collinear. Thus singletons and pairs of vertices are regarded 
as noncollinear. If W c V(T), let T,/P( W) be the tree obtained from T, 
by removing the pendant vertices P(W) together with incident edges. We 
call T,/P( W) the interior of T, and denote it by Int(T,). We say 
Int(T,) f 0 provided that the vertex set of Int(T,), V(Int(T,)), is 
nonempty. 
The following facts follow from these definitions. 
OBSERVATION 5.2. Zf W c V(T), then T, = Tpcw, and P( P( W)) = 
P(W). 
OBSERVATION 5.3. If W,, W, c V(T), then T, = Twz if and only if 
P(WI> = m%>. 
OBSERVATION 5.4. A pendant set is rwncollinear, and W = P(W) if and 
only if W is rumcollinear. Thus, if P c V(T) is noncollinear, Int(T,) = T,/P. 
OBSERVATION 5.5. If P is a noncollinear set of vertices, then Int( Tp) = 0 
if and only if P is either a singleton or of the form { v, w }, where 
{v’, w} E e(T). 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let T be a tree, and let P 2 V(T) be a set of noncollinear 
vertices such that Int(T,) # 0. Then the numbers of even-ordered and 
odd-ordered sets W c V(T) for which P(W) = P are equal. 
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Proof. Since V(Int(T,)) # 0, the number of subsets of V(Int( T,)) with 
an even number of vertices equals the number of subsets with an odd number 
of vertices. But P(W) = P if and only if W = P U Q where Q c V(Int(T,)). 
Therefore the number of even-ordered subsets W c V(T) for which P(W) = P 
equals the number of oddordered subsets for which P(W) = P. n 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G be a connected chordal graph, let 9 = {C,, . . . , C,,,} 
be the set of maximal cliques of G, and let T be a proper tree for 6,. Then 
(1) forany W~~,~{CICEW}=~{CICEP(W)}; 
(2) for any W,, W, C V with P(W,) = P(W,), fI{ c ) C E w,} = 
n{cjcE W,}. 
Proof. (1): Since P(W)c W, fI{CICE W} ~n{CICEP(W)}. NOW 
let u~fl{cIc~P(W)} and let C, E W. Then there exist C,, Ci E P(W) 
such that C, lies on the path from C, to Cj in T,. Since this is also a path in 
T,by(IP), OEC’~~C~LC~.T~US vEfl{ClCEW},sothat 
Statement (2) follows immediately from (1). n 
We can now establish the validity of Equation (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.8. Let A be an n-by-n matrix all of whose principal minors 
are rumzero, and let G be a connected chordal graph. Let F = {C,, . . . , C,,, } 
be the set of maximal cliques for G, and let T be any proper tree for G,. 
Then 
m 
n detA[C,l JJ JJ det A n c, 
k=l k odd 1.5 = k [ 1 its cc,,~~~~~T,detA[cincjl = n n d t A n C, ’ (5*1) 
k even ISI = k [ 1 iES 
where S runs ouer all subsets of (1,2,. . . , m }. 
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Proof. Observe that 
I-I n det A n ci = 
[ 1 n detA[CinCj] k even ISI = k iCS (C,,C,, E<T) 
n n det A n C, 
“k”:‘: ‘S’=k [ 1 iES 
I-I n det A n Ci ’ 
k even 
se ((Lj}l{c,,q) EdT)) 
IS/ = k [ 1 icS 
so we need only show that the second quotient on the right-hand side is 1. 
Let 9’ = { P c V ( P is noncollinear, Int( Tp) + 0 }. Then 9 consists of all 
noncollinear sets except singletons C, and edges { Ci, Cj} in T. First, note 
that 
J.-I I-I det A n c, 
[ 1 iES 
n det A n c, 
k even 
S~{(~,~)~(C,,C,)~F(~)) 
19 = k [ 1 iGS 
I-I I-I 
“,F; (Wc%‘lWl=k} 
detA[n{ClCEwJ] 
= 
r-I r-I 
keven {WLG?[jWl=k,WZe(T)} 
detA[n{clcEW}]~ 
By Lemma 5.7, this quotient is equal to 
n l-I 
“kp”l” {Wc~llWl=k} 
II I-I 
keven (Wcw~[Wl=k.WEe(T)] 
detA[n{clctP(W)}] ’ 
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which may be rewritten as 
i(W,=P 
= PLL 
fl detA[n(ClCW] 
lWlOdd 
PIW)=P 
I-I detA[nw~P~l 
[WI even 
P(W)=P 
Inside the parentheses in the last expression, the terms in the numerator 
and denominator are identical. By Lemma 5.6 the number of terms in the 
product in the numerator equals the number of terms in the product in the 
denominator. Therefore this last product is 1, which establishes Equation 
(5.1). W 
COROLLMY 5.9. Let A be a nonsingular matrix all of whose principal 
minors are nonzero, and suppose that G(A-r) is a subgraph of a connected 
chordal graph H. Let 9 = {C,, . . . , C,,, } be the set of maximal cliques of H. 
Then 
det A = 
nkoddnlsI=kdetA[n;,sCiI 
n kevenn,S,=kdetA[ni,sC,I ’ 
where S runs over all nonempty subsets of { 1,2,. . . , m }. 
Proof. Combine Theorems 2.4 and 5.8. n 
COROLLARY 5.10. Let G be a connected chordal graph, let A(G) be a 
partial positive definite matrix, and let 9 = {C,, . . . , C,,, } be the set of 
maximal cliques of G. Then if A is any positive definite completion of A(G), 
n 
det A < 
koddnlSI=kdetA[ni,,cil 
n kevenn,S,=kdetA[ni,sC,l ’ (5.2) 
where S runs over all nonempty subsets of { 1,2,. . . , m }. Furthermore, there 
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exists a unique positive definite completion whose determinant equals the 
right-hand side of (5.2). 
Proof. Combine Theorems 2.5 and 5.8. l 
We may also combine Theorem 5.8 with Theorem 1 of [7] to obtain a 
general inequality for positive definite matrices. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let G be a connected chordal graph with vertex set 
v= {1,2,..., n }, and let V = { C,, . . , C,,, } be the set of maximal cliques of 
G. Then the inequality (5.2) holds for all n-by-n positive definite matrices A. 
6. LOCAL VERSUS GLOBAL MAXIMIZATION 
For any chordal graph G = (V, E), there exists a sequence of chordal 
graphs Gi = (V, Ei), i = 0, 1,. . . , s, such that G, = G, G, is the complete 
graph, and Gi is obtained by adding a single edge to Gi_ i for i = 1,. . . , s [5, 
Lemma 41. We call G, G,, G,, . . . , G, a chordal ordering for G. This “chordal 
graph lemma” is a key idea in the proof of the main result of [5] that G is 
completable if and only if G is chordal. 
Beginning with a chordal graph G, a partial positive definite matrix 
A(G), and a chordal ordering G, G,, G,,. . . , G,, it is natural to consider 
the following one-step maximization process. Let { i,, j, }, k = 1,. . . , s, be the 
edge which is added to G,_, in order to obtain G,, and let W, be the 
unique maximal clique of G, containing { i,, j, }. (The existence of W, is 
guaranteed by Lemma 3 in [5].) Construct a (unique) sequence of partial 
positive definite matrices A(G), A(G,), A( G,), . . . , A(G,) as follows. Let 
A, = A(G); if A(Gk_i) is already constructed, obtain A(G,) by replacing 
the (i,, j,)th unspecified entry by a complex number [and the ( j,, i,)th entry 
by its complex conjugate] so that A[ W,] is the determinant-maximizing 
completion of the partial positive definite matrix A((G,- i)w,). 
It is natural to ask whether the completion A(G,) obtained by this 
process of local maximization is the same as the unique determinant-maximiz- 
ing completion M cited in Theorem 2 of [5] in Section 2. It has been proven 
[8, theorem 3.41 that there is a chordal ordering for which A(G,) = M. 
Remarkably, all chordal orderings give the same (determinant-maximizing) 
completion. To establish this result it suffices to show that the entry which is 
specified at any step is identical to the corresponding entry in M. This is the 
content of the following result. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let G = (V, E) be a chordal graph, and A(G) a partial 
positive definite matrix. Let F be a chordal graph obtained from G by the 
addition of a single edge { u, v }, and let W be the unique maximal clique of 
F containing the new edge. Zf M is the unique determinant-maximizing 
positive definite completion of A(G) and L is the unique determinant-maxi- 
mizing positive definite completion of the partial positive definite matrix 
A(G,), then l,, = muo. 
We first establish 
LEMMA 6.2. Let G = (V, E) be a chordal graph, and let F be a chordal 
graph obtained from G by adding a single edge { u, v }. Let W be the unique 
muximul clique of F containing { u, v }. Then there is no path from u to v in 
G in which all intermediate vertices lie in WC = V - W. 
Proof. We first observe that there does not exist a vertex x E WC 
adjacent to both u and v; otherwise, { u, v, x } is a clique of F containing 
{ u, v }, so by uniqueness of W we have { u, v, x } c W, a contradiction. Now 
suppose there is a path from u to v through W’, say (u, p,, . . . , pka v), where 
each pi E W’. We may assume without loss of generality that the p, are 
distinct. Then (u, p,, . . . , p,, v, u) is a cycle in F, and we may assume that it 
is minimal. By the chordality of F this cycle has length 3, which implies 
k = 1, a contradiction. n 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let B = M-‘. By Theorem 2 of [5] (see Section 2) 
b,, = 0. Now, since there is no path in G from u to v through W’, we have, 
by Theorem 2.3 of [3], that (M[ WI);: = (MP1),, = b,, = 0. This implies 
that M [ W] is the unique determinant-maximizing completion of A(G,), 
again by Theorem 2 of [5]. Therefore L = M [ W] and so 1,” = mu”. n 
We find the above result very interesting. Even though the question of 
finding the determinant-maximizing completion M of a partial positive 
definite matrix A(G) is a several-variable optimization problem, when G is a 
chordal graph, it may be solved by a sequence of one-variable optimization 
problems. (Furthermore, each of these is a simple quadratic, since addition of 
a single edge { i, j } involves the specification of only two matrix entries, the 
(i, j)th and the (i, j)th.) This phenomenon may be related to the role of 
chordal graphs in the theory of matroids and the relationship between 
matroid structure and the optimality of greedy algorithms. In any event, the 
study of constrained optimization problems associated with chordal graphs 
(such as the determinant maximization problem just described) likely merits 
further attention. 
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